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- 
In the pset it has been customary to analyse shell-
supportedframes on the basis of the assumption that frame 
bendinG distortion does not affect the character of the 
shear resistance in the akin. 	 This assumption has been 
found. to be considerably 	 n error for a majority o	 prac-
tica].	 cases,	 : 
In order to obtain results more nearly representing 
the notua2. case,
	
it is essential. that the deformation of 
the frarie and, the d.efotmatton of the shell be oon5istent 
with eech other,	 While this principle of "consistent 
d. p!ormatioa't is already well known and. apreoiatett, its 
ap;ljcatton. to fuselage fraie analysts and. similar prob-
leflte has not been extensIvely developed.. 
This paper deals with the single problem of circular 
shell—supported frames subjected. to concentrated. Loadings. - 
A mathematical attack is developed. end. preseuted. in the 
fora of nbud.imenatonal—eoefutcjent curves.	 These curves,' 
while they are	 evelope4 for circular frames only, may, 
by means of approximations, be used. for nearly any prac-
tical frame wbih has curvature in the region of applied. 
loading,	 - - 
T5	 shell—supported, rings are externally loaded., 
•	 the applied loading is resisted. primarily by a system of 
shearing forces within the ehell. 	 -. 
- : The	 VQ/I	 and	 T/2A shear—flow d.iatx!bution
	 whioh 
-	 has been used. freq,uently in past analyses, is consistent 
with tio assumption that the ring being loaded, is rigid.. 
Por eiall-idiameter shelle with sturdy rings, this d.ietri-
button has proved. reasonably satisfactory for design 
_________	
-	 ......-..
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purposo
	
.Eowever as the eize of airplanes increases, 
the rings become relatively more flexible so that the 
•	 assumption of infinite ring stiffness may sometimee 
•	 introduce errors of several hundred. percent in ring 
&esign Therefore, the necessity for a more accurate 
analysts becomes apparent. Such an analysts must con-
Bid.r the finite stiffness of the ring. 	 - 
Bcause of the added. complexity involved. in evaluating 
the eZfet of finite ring stiffness, it is desirable to 
present the results in the form of coefficient curves cal-. 
oulated. for typical cases. Then the bend.tng mom.ent, axial 
load. and. transverse shear in a ring, and. the corresponding 
shear flow acting on. the ring from the supporting shell 
may be rattily obtained. from these curves by proper inter-
polation and. superposition. 
Thiø report is but the start of the cQntmp].ated. ring 
stn4y end. covers only the case of a complete circular frame 
4	 subjected. to a system of coplanar loadings. 	 he method.
will, in later report, 'be extended. to more general appli-
oations which include the following problems: 
(1) inalysis of wtng-.fuselage intersection including 
design data for the main frames, deflection of the main 
frames, slctn shear flows, and. modification of axial etreases 
(in the vicinity of the main frames) as a result of Ding 
flexibility 
"	 ots of uselage cut-outs including design

.....-a ....ud. defle tions fo? the end frames, skin, shear flows, 
and, stringer axial stress modification 
(3) lLutu.al influence of ad.jacent frames
	 - 
(4) .&nayis of rtgs involving floor support problems 
"	
. ?5j$ of rings indirectly attached. to skin 
SBOLS 
a	 internal axial load. acting on ring cr3s 
pounds 
C.	 arbitrary constant of integration	 -
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o,	 final internal load. coefficients, where 
	
--	 f	 first sixbscipt designates type of 
0 m Cr 0t
	
internal load.
	 shear flow (m for 
moment , s for shear, a for axial C	 Care 0at (
	
load., and. q.
 for shear flow) 
second. subscript designates type of

	
q.ia' qr' q,tJ	 external applied. load.ing Cm for 
moment, r for radial load, t for 
tangential load) 
'XR d.	 relative-stiffness parameter (—; approximately eq.u.al. 
to
1.I 
d]' eleLlent of skin shear force 
Ax, Er, Ab 1 horizontal, vertical, and. angular displace-
ments, respectively, for efltire ring. 
(without distortion) 
AT, AR, A4
	 final deflection components of any point on 
	
)	 diBtorted. ring, tangential, radial, and. 
rotational, respectively 
6x, 8y, 8
	
	
final relative displacements between faces

of 5out5 
Youngs nodulus of elasticity for ring, pounds per 
square inch
	 . 
G
	
	 uodu.l'as of shear rigidity of skin, pounds per sQuare

inch 
internal continuity axial force at out, pounds 
I	 moment of inertia of ring cross section, inches4 
skin resisting force per unit tangential deflection, 
pounds per inch 
I,	 istanee along shell to a section which is not 
distorted from a circle
Lt.& N Wo, 929 
X1 , Kmn t	 final moment constants n	 designates post-
tion of term in 
cLflI cjU1	 final shear—flow constants general expres-
-	 Bion. 
Zsn, 1 sn	 fal shear constants (	 prime d.esignates - 
ant ismmetry 
ran' Lan'	 'inal axial—load. constantaj - 
internal bending moment acting on ring, .inch—po-u.nd. 
alied. moment acting in plane of framed inoh—po*nd.e 
interna], oontinuity moment at out, inoh—pound.s 
applied. radial Loa& acting in plane of frame, pound.s 
Pt app],ied. tangential load acting in. plane of fra, 
?OUfldS 
PA internal continuity shearing force at out, pounds 
induced. shear flow
	
expressed in pounds per 
I	 - re.d.ian.	 (q	 as used. in 
conventional shear flow >
	
final curves is d.Ivld.eO. 
by radius to give 
resultant shear flow	 ) lb/in.) 
B radius of ring,	 inches 
S transverse "beam s5arI in fuselage 
internal shear ing load. acting on- ring cross section, 
pounds 
average effective akin thickness supporting ring 
[o.5(t	 + 
t, effective skin thickness forward. of frame 
tA, effective skin thickness aft of frame 
ratio of
	 of frame to
	
G	 of akin. 
relative 'e1tape" stiffness of shell forward. of rn 
relative "shape" sbiffness of shell aft of ring
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, ? d.amping parameters 
froquency parameter	 . 
variable angle while	 remains conatant 
0	 ugu1ar d.isplaceiaent from out (may b used. alone 
or as subscript) 
integration limits 	 for complete circle) 
DISOREPLNIES B TWEEI TE0 AND TESTS 
A few ring tests on the Constellation fuselage test - 
section have been cond.ucted. by Lockheed J-iraraft Corporation. 
Observations based. on these tests (unpublished.) include the 
fo.lowingt 
(1) The ma1munt moments 1 actually measured., ranged. 
from 5 percent to 50 percent of values obtained, by 
asniaing infinite ring stiffnees. 
(2) The moment pattern for each test tn&icated. that 
the load. affected. the ring only locally instead. of entirely 
around. the fuselage.
	
-	 - 
(3) or radial loading the maximum axial load, was at 
the location of the radial load, instead. of 4° away, as 
tnd,ica.ted. by asaumtng a very g tiff ring, The maximum 
axial load., as measured, exceeded the calculated. values 
by approximately four times. 
(4) or tangential loading the axial—load, curve 
reaches the same maximum as the calculated. curve but 
dies away more rapidly. 
The Easing Aircraft Oompany has also made some ring 
tests on the XB-29 fuselage test section. Two eq,ual 
vertical loa.d.a were applied., each at 3240 from top center. 
The ring stresses, as measured., corresponded in nature to 
the Constellation ring tests. The following comparison 
with conventional analysis was taken d.irectly from the 
Eoeing report (unpublished.) 	 -
- .
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•	 It may be Been that the maximum measured. stress . . • 
is only 20.3 percent of the corresponding theoretical 
stress 1 with even greater variation at other points 
on the frame. Hence this method of analysis is an 
.extremely conaervatiVe one. 
As a result of these tests, it is evident that the 
assumption of infinite ring stiffness lead.s to eXoesive 
conservatism for any airplane with rings that aD similo.r 
•	 to those of the I&ockheed. Oonstellatton or Boeing 	 —29, 
GNBE.&L DBVBL0PMEN 
Preliminary Discussion 
In the general ring analyses that have been developed 
(reference i). it has been custonary to assume that the 
resisting skin shear flow follows simple V'/I and T/2A 
distribution, As long as the ring remains erfectly rigid., 
this assumption is reasonably close to the actual conditions, 
However, in the case of rings of large d.iameter used. in air.-. 
craft structures, the assumptton of perfect rigidity is 
often fr from the truth. 
In the actual case, the ring will always eXperience 
some .istortion as a consequence of being loaded, This 
distortion will induce shearing forces in the Skin which 
tend. to oppose the ring d.eflections anti, therefore, effec-
tively change the manner 'in which the applied. forces are 
resisted. by the ktn. 'igure 1 shows the deflected posi-. 
tions of a rigid. ring and. a flexible ring. Note that the 
difference in tangentia]. deflection in the two cases would. 
ind.uce additional fQrceS in the skin which oppose the 
d.eflectIons of the flexible ring. A very light ring would. 
tend. to d.efloct until the external moments causing. the 
d.eflections were neutralized. by the sum of the resisting 
moments in the ring and. the resisting moments due to the 
deflection—induced. 1ctn shear flow. now, if the resiot-
ance of the slcin to deflection is increased., say by 
doubling the skin thickness, and. the ring is loaded as 
before, then the k±n will resist the tieflections of the 
ring more strongly and will provide a greater proportion 
of the resisting moment than before. 
Hoever, since it is chiefly the moment in the ring
that determines the d.øfleotjon of the ring, the distribution
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of the shear flow in the skin has been altered. by changing 
the relative stiffness of tho akin and. ring.. It is then. 
ai1arent that, in the actual case 1 the d.istribution of the 
skin ahee.r flow d.epend.s.npon the relative atiffneaaea of 
the skin and. ring. Zt i now posaible to consider the 
skin shear flow as consisting of two partsz the V0,/I 
and. T/2.& distribution upon. whioh is upertmposed. the 
induced, shear flow. 
The V/I and. T/2A distribution may be realized. 
by assuming the shear flow to be proportional to the 
tangential d.éfleotion. of the skin with roaect to a 
reference ring which is asaumed to be rigidly fixed. in 
space. If a horizontal and. vertical force and. a moment 
are a-plio& to the ring, they will :prodtice a horizontal 
displacement	 x, a vertical displacement Ay, and. a 
rotation 4', respectively, of the ring as a unit. 
The shear flow at any point is then given by 
= E(Az COB G + Ay sin 0 + A4') 
;	
where I( is the r.tio of tangential shear force per radian 
to tangential deflection, 
Tho induced. shear flow is proportional to the relative 
tangential deflection of a point d.u.e to the bending moment 
in the ring..
qj = AT 
The rosultant shear flow acting on the ring is then 
given by
= Z(Ax cos 0 + y sin 0 +	 1 + ATm)	 Ci) 
-
	
	 Tho momenta producod. in. the ring by this load yetem
may no be determined. 
a 
-
a
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Development of General Differential Bqation 
igure 2 shows a portion of a fu.selage ring that ha 
bean eu.t at paint I and the forces re q i.tre& to prod.nce 
continiiy have been applied at the cut. An element of 
akin shear force acting on the ring is represented. by d3'. 
The bending moment at any point e in the ring will then 
be given by 
m=MA+E(lcos8)..?Rain8 
—	
— cos (B 
_	 (a) 
Expanding cos (B
	 ,) and. differentiating m with 
respect to B yields 
= HR sine —	 cos B + P4(cos 2e+ sin!B) 
—	 B J os , d.P + P. cos 0 f sin. j dJ	 (3) 
Differentiating again with respect to B yields 
= EJJP, cos e + p a 	 e— a	 a Jcos fr d' 
-'a P. in B	 sin , d	 (4) 
third derivative yields 
= — KR	
: +	
coo B _(cosaO^ 
- :	
+ R sin B f eoa	 — cos a	 oin	 .i
1TLG& iT 310 929 
If the aitlaity between alteDnate dertvatives is 
noted., it may be sae that ad.d.ing the first and. third. 
d.ertvc'.tives yie].d.s
.1	 .33 u.m	 u.m
d. 
Since m is the moment at any point in the ring, the 
tangeittal d.ef].ection at D (fig. 2) &ue to a moment at 
C acting over an elementary le3lgth . of the Ding B. d.G 
will be given by	 - 
= —mRd.O b	 (6) 
-	 prom figu.re 2 it is evi&en.t that 
= R O. - cos (8 - 
•	 By ibstituting f-or b and. tntegratfttg, eq.uation (6) 
becomes	 .	 --
AT 
T -
	
fmD. - cos (B - )d.8 
Stbetit'iting for AT in eq. ation Ci) yteld.s 
=KA+KAyein8+XAxcosB 
-	 2 f m[1 - cos ( - ,)]d.9	 (7) 
Jo 
Noting the similarity between eq ,uations (2) and. (7), 
- -	 it is evid.ent by comparison that 
2	 4-
' '
	 +.----=—--m	 (8) 8.02	 d4	 31	 . . -
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(9) El 
-.ixg the first and. third. d.erivattvoe of equation 
(5) gives
+ 2L +	 __('_ +	 (10) 
&e4 	 &02	 \.ea	 ieI 
Substituting equation (a) in equation (io) gives 
3 
- 4. 2- +	 - -m 0
	 Cu) 
&g 
ciution (ii) is the d.ifferential equation defining 
the moment d.is11'ibut1.on in a skin-supported, ring subjected. 
to any load.ing, It in intereettng to note that the d.ie-. 
tribution d.epend.s only apcn tnu value of KR 3/I, herein-
after called, the 5relattve .. sttffness parameter d., 5 because 
1 j a factor denoting the stiffnes of the akin and. EI/R3 
is a factor denoting the stiffness of the ring. ..... 
The general solution (see apen&ix) of equation (ii) 
yield.s 
m =	 + 05 e'	 + O3 e	 eQs O'G +	 cos cO 
+ c5eBe sin. ce + 05 e 8 am cO
	
(12) 
where te values of ',	 , and. c are as plotted. in 
figure 3 for d.ifferent values of K1/EI. Inasmuch as 
there are six independ.ent constants in equation (12), 
six ind.epeud.ent conditional equatioae are needed. for a 
complete so1ution
	 These are the three eq.uaions of

equilibrium and. the three equations of continuity. 
Considering only symmetrical or antinymmetrical 
loadings red.iices the number of independent oonøtants tø 
t1iree,an& the gefleral solution red.nces to 
I'.
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4.	
n = Xmi cosh ?9 +	 cosh 8 ooa ce 
+	 einhO in uG	 (iz) 
•	 for synuaetrical loading and. to 
= I m1 I stnh 'fG +	 ainh G COG aG 
+	 I cosh 8 sin cO 
for antjsymmetrica1 loading. 
The expressions for the Bhearing force, axial force, 
and. skin shear flow at any point 0 may be shown to be 
-	 given. by (see appendix) 
I	 (15) 
•
	
	 (16)RdOa
(1?) 
where m is given by equation (is) or (14). 
Th components of absolute deflection (that is, with 
respect to 5fixed. structure d ) may be shown to be given by (see appendix)
3. /dn	 d.3m\	 (is) 
1 (d.2 m 	 d4In\	 (ig) S AR =	 + 
= _2. (	 + 2_.!	 dm'	 (20) 
	
d.8	 + T)
-# .
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xamination of equations (13) and. (14) and. their 
derivatives reveals that the d.erivatives of m are 
a1termte1y symmetric and. antisy3!unetric and. the alter-
nate drjvattyes differ only in the numerical value of 
the three coefficients. Inasmuch an all the preced.ing 
quantities are p?oportionai to derivatives of m or 
sums of even or odd. d.eri4rativen of a, they will also 
differ from the similar quantities only in the numerical 
value of the three coefficients, Therefore, the inter-
relation between these coefficients may be conveniently 
shown in tabular form, (See table I,) 
The aix cond.itional equations may be represented. as 
	
VO	 (21a) 
	
= 0	 (21b) 
	
0	 (2].o) 
	
0	 (21e) 
	
= 0	 (21f) 
The first three cond.itions are automatically satisfied. 
by cond.it ions of ant isymmetrical loadtLg afld. tlii last three 
are satisfied for symmetrical 1oad.lng. ±Ler c.e, for sym-
metrical loading, equations (21a.) to (21c) become 
	
fsin a
	 d.O	 r	 (22a) 
-4
	
r	 d.B 
.J	 I 
f
-(cos '9 - con ) dO =6x 
-4
.T 1o. 929
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w'her e
sinh 'YO +	 sinh $ cos cO +	 cosh P0 sin cO 
m	 cosh 'YO +	 cosh O cos O +Km3 sinh PG sin cO 
'or antisymmetrical load.ing, eq.tiations (21a) to (21f) 
become	 - 
.q oos e a.e	 (22&) 
-4 
fq(l - COB	 e)a &o = 
fq sin 9 d.6 
where 
-	 q =Z	 cosh 'YO+ :Kq2 1 cosh PB cos O + Kq3 1 sinh (6 sin cO 
m=IC t
 sin)i	 si.1i	 cos aB+m3I cosh PG sin cO 
All integrals to be evaluated, for equation (22) 
come un.d.er one of the seven general types g±ven in gen-
eral form in e appen&ix. The numerical 4ai1ation of 
these Integra2.%3 is accomplished. on computa.on form 3. 
(See append.i)	 -	 -	 -. 
The coefficients, evaluated. in accordan3a 'with compu-
tation form 5, are used. as shown in the following table:
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	 DISCUSSION O'
	 YSIOAL	 NCBPTS. 
ffect of .ing lextbility on Shear—Plow Pattern 
The shape of the shear—f low pattern, for a given 
external load. applied, to the ring, d.epen.d.s entirely upon 
the Btiffn$88 of the ring relative to the shell. This 
statement has been substantiated. mathematically in this - 
report. However 1
 in. ord.er to establish nonmathematical 
ooncets of the general phenomena in.volve&, the following 
paragrahs will be d.evoted. to a stud.y of the effects 
encountered. yith each load.ing case. 
Before the character of the shear—flow pattern. may be 
d.etermined., It is first necessary to realize fully that the 
shear—flow intensity is proportional to the tangential d.e-
flection imposed. on the skin b y the load.ed. ring. This 
statement is apparent since shear force in. the plane of the 
•	 skin is certainly necessary to pro&uce tangential &eflection. 
of the skin, and, the magnituo f this shear force is pro-
portional to the d.efleotion which causes it. With this fact 
I .	 clearly in mind., oneid.er a shell section load.ed. rac3.ially 
as shown in figure 4. 
Piret, assi.me t1,at the ring is very stiff and. remains 
circular throughout the ].oad.ing process, Vnd.er these con-
&ttiona, it is evid.ent that the ring will and.ergo a pure 
translation d4eplacement in the d.irection of the load. 
This translation will impose tha maximum tangential d.eflec-
tion on the skin at points 90° away from the load.ing 
n other word,e, the skin shear—flow pattern assumes the 
vs/i (or sine) wave form as illustrated. in figure.5. 
iow, if the ring d.istorts, as shown in figure 4, the 
point of maximum tangential d.eflectton is no longer 90° 
away from th0 load.tng, Instead., it moves to the region 
ind.icated. in. figure 4, .,&ixe primarily to the tangential 
d.eflection ind.uced. in this region by straightening the 
top portion of the ring. (The ring axial load.e d.o not 
ord.inarily cause sufficient axial .eformation to affect 
appreciably the general problem.) Therefore, when the 
ring ±a somewhat flexible, as it Is for moat practical 
cases, the shear—flow pattern takes a form sizniar to 
that shown in figure 6. The extent to which the shear 
flow is localized. in this manner d.epend.a entirely upon 
the stiffness of the ring relative to the stiffness of
NACA TN No, 929	 16 
the shell. However, this shear flow is inconsistent in 
one respect. If the ring is flexible, as it.must 'be for 
this tye of shear flow, the points b (fig, 6) on the 
ring will deflect d.ownt,ard. excessively d.ue to the relative 
'opeaine action of the shear flow acttg against P. 
Therefore, the shear—flow pattern, indicated, in figure6, 
must be modified. so as to incorporate eecontary waves (a 
shown in fig. 7), which restrain this do .nward. deflecting .....-
tend.ency,	 . - 
In summarizing the case of a radially- loaded ring, it 
may be stated. that when the ring is infinitely stiff the 
sbesr—flow pattern follows a vo,/i wave (fig. 5) but, as 
the ring becomes finitely flexible, the shear flow grad.u-
ally changes from a Sine wave to a pattern similar to that 
shown in figure 7. 
how coztsid.er the study' of a fuselage ring loaded. with 
a single tangentia]. load., 
-.
	
	 If the ring is extremely stiff, the shear—flow pattern

resisting the tangential load is as shown in figure 8. This 
pattern may be obtaifled. by applying the customary T/I and. 
T/aL distribution, Note that the chief fuctjon of this 
secondary wave is to offeet the moment.ind.uc.ed. by' the primary 
wave about point A, 
If the ring i nøt extremely stiff, the shear—flow 
pattern cannot form as shown in figure 8,.5Lnoe the ring is 
not capable of distributing the loading entirely aroun& 
the section. Instead, it distort under the loading P. 
and. te2d.s to localize the shear flow. Therefore, the 
Bhear flow assumes a pattern cimilar to that shown in 
figure 9. 
$inoe the primary wave for a flexible ring, as shown 
in figure 9, produces lees moment about point A th* it 
toes for a rigid, ring (fig, 8), the secondary waves become 
less significant as the ring becomes more flexible. 
'or the last type load.ing, consider a single applied. 
ooncentrated. moment, 
It the ring is infinitely rigid., the resisting shear 
flow, for moment loading, is a constant of T/2& entirely 
-	 around the section,
NA0.& TN 1o, 929
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Then the ring is not extremely stiff, the shear—flow 
pat.teri cannot remain conRtant Bifle the ring is á&f,apab1e 
of distributing the loading entirely around the section. 
Instead, it distorts, under the moment loading, and tends 
to localize the shear flow, as shown in figure 10 where the 
primry waves resist the applied moment and. the secondary 
wave compensates for the horizontal components induced by 
the primary waves. It is observed that the intensity of 
the seccndary shear flow becomes q.ixite severe for ver 
flexible rings and entirely disappears when the ring becomes 
infinitely stiff. 
Relative—Stiffness Parameter 
Oii the preceding agee, the shear—flow patterns 
obtained with various relative ring tiffrtesses have been. 
described. in some detail. Kowever, the exact parameter 
which measures re].ativa stifmnesses has not been mentioned, 
It is a natural product of the mathematical analysis. 
• -	 However, the terms included in It are reasonably self—
explanatory when considered fx'om a deflection. standpoint. 
This par.:ienter, which defInes the shear—flow distribution. 
In. every case, is gIven as	 - ..	 . -. 
•	 El 
where	 - 
R3 
- factor which is proportional to tangential deflection 
ZI	 of ring 
K	 factor which, by definition, is inversely proportional 
to tangential deflection Of skin, pounds per inch 
This term KR3 /EI is used. throughout the mathematical 
derivation. However, its exact evaluation depends upon the 
accurato determination. of K, for which further development, 
auppler.ented. by tests, is olearly needed. Therefore, until 
a better means is made available, K may be approximated 
-	 as
.	 - 
L
S 
4
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where L is the d.tetance along the shell to a section 
wiich is not d.istorte& from a circle. .A.t this section 
a VQ,/I shear—flow pattern may be oonsid.ered. to exist; 
R IL is assumed. to be never less than unity (except for 
the case of a&jaoent rings similarly loacted.). This approx-
imation for K seems justified. for any large fuselage 
comp2.rable with that of the Lockheed. Conete].lation or 
Boeing iloctel	 —29 s,ince it gives good. test agreement for 
those airplanes, Then, by substituting in the expression 
for	 3., 
where 
te average effective skin thickness supporting ring 
rd.ius of ring (suggest that R be mean rad.iva between. 
skin, and. ring neutral axis) 
I	 mean effective moment of inertia of ring cross section 
inelu.&ing effective akin 
ratio of	 of ring to G' of skin 
t	 actual skin thickness 
APPLICATION. OP MTNOD AND USE OP OURVE8 
General.— The curves, as presented. in figures 1]. t'o 
43, are d.erived. for the icteal case of a continuous cir-
cular shell—supported. frame of co4stant 	 I with any
syatem of applied. 1oad.e in the plane of the frame. 
However, rings which vary consicterably from the 
td.eal ease	 y be hanctied. with reaáonable accuracy by
aporoximating 5 eq,utvalent td.eal cond.itiona." 
The coefftcieftts for (1) bencting moment, (2) axial 
load., (3) shearing load., and. (4) shear flow are plotted. 
against angular location for various values of the 
relative—stiffness parameter &, There is an independent
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-	 set of ctirves for each type of load.ing (rad.ial, tangen-
tial, moment, and. rotation) and. a. separate plot for each 
•	 coefficient, 
The value of tb.e relative—stiffness parameter may be 
.etermined. from the relation 6. = te R /I&Z as previously 
d.iscossed.. 
The d.etaile fov using the curves to find. bend.ing 
moments, axial loads, and. so forth for a given single 
loading become evid.ent by examination of the curves, 
The results for any system of load.tnge may be 
obtained. by breaking the system down into a. series of 
ind.ivi&u.al radial, tangential, and. moment components and 
s1.tperim]oeing the ind.tvid.ual results, 
ar flow j 
.jçj,— The shear flow as obtained. from 
the curves is the total shear flow acting on the ring. 
This shear flow (See section entitled. Pre1iminary 
Discuasion!) is composed. of (1) a VQ,/I (or 6. = 0) 
shear flow which proytd.es equiltbrium and (2) 'ind.uced. 
shear flow, not affecting ecLuilibrium, induced. by ring 
d.ietortion, The VQ/I portion is resisted. from the 
fore—an&—aft g id.es of the ring in proportion to the 
total shear and. torsion on each aide.
	 he o—cai1ed. 
induced. portion of the shear flow acting on th ring 
is supplied, by the skin from the fore—and--aft sides of 
the ring in proportion to the relative 'shape' stiffness 
of the shell on each sid.e, The shape stiffness refers 
to the resistance of the ad.jacent ahell structure to 
distortion from a circular shape. It d.epend.s upon the 
number of rings, ring spacing, ring stiffuessee, skin 
thickness, skin shearing mod.ulus, and. the d.ietanoe from 
the load.ed. ring to a section in the shell which undergoes 
no d.istortion. It is hoped. that further development and. 
test &ata will provide a simple method. for obtaining this 
shape—stiffness factor fairly accurately,
	 owever1 at 
present the following approximatio4, involving only the 
akin thicknesses and. the d.ietancee to und,istrted. sections 
are suggested. since it is felt that they are perhaps tho 
most important factors for the usual case, The relative 
shape stiffness of the shell forward. of the ring is assumed. 
tobe 
- t
r 
- tp+tA
:._
1 
T 1o.	 : 20 
and. aft of the ring to be 
c ____ 
tP+t.A. 
where 
ti	 effective akin thickness forward. of ring	 t 
effective ekin thioknes aft of ring	 - : \ti	 I	 --. (Per significance of R/L, see d.tscuasion under 	 - 
Relative—Stiffness Parameter.)
	 --
Oases 1, 2, and. 3 are given, as il].ustratons of the 
skin shear flow o either aicte of the ring,	 .. 
Oa.se 1: G'eneral case of a load.ed. ring in anr cylind.er 	 -. 
I-
t.
Worward, .-. 
View of forces _____________
acting on ring •-
////////j Shear
- 
r
.. 
-	
. 
The skin shear flow fore and. aft of the load,s8. ring 
mai be given as . 
[fshear flow as\	 fSiaear flow \1 s fShear flow 
—€ f obtained. from	 -	 las	 obtatned.I - 
- j as obtained 
ourveai using)'	 \for	 8. = 0 ) r \for	 8. = 0 
actual	 8. E	 I (
1 
p.
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where the first tera repreaent the shear flow ind.iiced by 
ring distortion, and. the second. teras represent the load.-
ing (or eqniltbrtu.nt) shear flow5
	
oaitive ekin Shear flow 
is considered. to be acting elockwt8o on the section ttahead) 
when viewed. looking orvard.. 	 .	 -. 
Case 2	 Loaded. ring in a cantilevered. cylinder 
1	 I	 H	 . 
Porward.	 -	 -	 . - - 
Sbear 
1
S
The shear flow fore and. aft of the load.ed. ring may 
be d.etermined t.sing the same expressions as for case 1, 
The only difference is that S. is zero, (3ee shear 
diagram.) 
Case 3: Loé.&ed. ring at the free end. of a cantilevered. 
cylinder	 - 
Pr 
1	 H I	 S 
p.
	 Forward.
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The shear flow in. the skin aft of the xing is the 
eaoe as the shear flow acting on the ring. It te noted. 
that, if the general expressions from case 1 are applied, 
and.	 are both zero and. e	 is unity, so that 
becomes	 -	 - 
Shear f1oq as obtained. from curves using actual & 
roximjvolv . o I does not 
.! i n._c onstant,- When the curves are to be applied. to an 
actual ring whjch is not associated. with entirely constant 
values of t, R, and. I, approximate 5 efIective 5 prop-
erties may be obtained, which will give reasonable results, 
Therefore, the following paragrapha are devoted. to a die-
cizsaion of these approximations. 
The relative impottanoe of the skin thickness at any 
poin.t is proportional to the intensity of the shear flow 
acting on the ring at that point. It is suggested., for 
the purpose of Bilaplification., that the skIn thickness be 
considered. only over approximately the first major yave 
of shear flow. J trial, using en assumed. thioknss, may 
•	 be necessary in. order to locate approximately the first 
major shear flow Wave. Thou the average effective skin 
thickness may be obtained. as follows: 	 - 
(1) Obtain the actual weighted. average of skin thick-
ness over approximately the first ma,jor wave of shear flow 
for both tho fore-and-aft aides of the ring, 
(2) Note the distance L each way' from the loaded. 
ring to the section that cannot undergo any' dietortion in 
sympathy Eith the loaded. ring. Bxamples of stch points 
are points of fixed shell support and. points of autisym-
metry halfway' between two separate rings which are loaded. 
so as to cause opposite shell defleettona. 
(3) If this distance L etthor way from the ring is 
less than the radius of the shell, the effective thicknea 
on that side of the ring should. bo increased by the ratio 
R/L.
(4) Then. t 8
 is the average of the effective thick-
•	 noeses on each side of the ring a found in accordance 
with steps (i), (2), and. (3),
Tho ring rad.iu.s B. and. the moment of inertia I 
need. be constant only from the loading point around. 
through the regtom of appreciable bending moment. If, in 
thiø region of appreciable bending moments, B. and. I 
very slightly, satisfactory results may be obtained. by 
using the average values of Z and. I, Kowevor, if B. 
varies considerably, it is recommended. that overlapping 
assumptions be applied.. 
ITA.GA TN No. 929
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If I varies considerably, the following means for 	 - 
finding the approximate equialent thoment of inertia is 
suggested.:
Length of arc 
whero the length of arc and.	 is continued, over only 
the region of appreciable bending moment. This region of 
approciable bond.ing moment may 'be approximately located. 
-.	 by using an estimated. relative—stiffness paramoter d.. 
The curves are set up for coefficients at d.efin,tto 
angular positions, These positions are measured. from the 
point of load, application with respect to the center of 
the circle.	 or a case of varying curvature the approxi-

mate point on the actual ring 1 for which the coefficients 
apply, may be obtained. by laying out around. the ring a 
distance of ReB.. inches, whore B. is the assumed 
eq,uivaleut radius and. 0 is the angle (in deg) from the 
loading to any point on the assumed. equi'valent circle. 
The effective width of akin acting with the ring is 
not constant even though the structure is perfectly uni-
form throughout the circumference. However, the final 
results are not very sensitive to the value of 
especially when d. i& largo. Therefore, the following 
effective—width assumptions are recommended.: 
(1) Yor determining the section properties needed. 
for &, use an effective width approximately eival to the 
depth of the ring 
(2)or determining the section properties needed
7ACi TN No, 929
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for the margin of safety of the rtng b base the effective 
wid.th upon the stress oon&i.tton (tension or compression 
in the skin)
1 oaa. , - 
Purther d.eve].opment, supplemented. by tests, is clearly 
need.ed. in ord.er to pred.iot acci.rately the effect of load.—
lug ad.jacont rings simultaneously. In. view of available 
&ata tho following approximations are z'eoommend.od.: 
•	 (1) Par the d.es&gn of a r.ng where one ad.jaoout ring 
of approximately the same flexural proportions is similarly 
load.od.uso	 . 
taR3 
- -
	
(2) Per the d.ostgn of a ring whore at least both 
ad.jacont rtne are load.od. similarly, use	 - - 
tR3 
*
p.1 
Thoso ad.justaents in d. may be oonstd.oród. as ad.just-
monte in the	 —value used. in the expression t 5	 t.
(Sea oction entitled. 0Relativo—Stiffness Parameter.) 
Analysts of a ring containing	 tnt.— . pin 
joint in a ring simply permttB enough angular rotation at 
the pin joint to relove oopletely the bend4ng that 
would. exist there it the ring wBre continuous, Therefore 
a ring with one pin joint may be rea&ily analyzed. in two 
stepe
(1) 'tn& the results which would. exist if the ring 
wore continuous instead. of pin. jointed. 
(2) Superimpose the eults for a 'rotatton load.ingU 
applied. at the pin joint whero the amoint of rotation is 
d.etermino& so as to VociuiVe tt en&' coup].es exactly eçual 
and. opposd.to
 to the bond.ing moment found. at the pin—)ioiut
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location in step (1.).
	
zamination of the formui.a or

bend.ing moment due to rotation loading, as given in £ig-
•	 ure35,
/Pin joint 
ma. couples 
• -
	 in&ioatos that the reauirod rotation to each nid.o of tho 
-	 joint would. be
(Moment as found. in stop (I)) 
6 j - - ------ -	 ----
I	 at 0 = 0 for proper value of a.) 
(Mote that when this expression for 6	 is inserted.
in the formulas for bending moment, axial load., tranevorso 
shear, and, shear flow, the BI-term cancels out.) 
&nalysis of fr_rixigs.— The term " free ring" is usod. 
to indicate any circular Ding for which the complete load.-
ing system is independent of the relative flexibility of 
the ring. The "complete loading system includes both the 
applied. and. tho-esisting forces. 
Primarily this report has been conoeDned. with flexi-
ble rings externally loaded, and. supported. by shell struc-
ture. It has a].ready boon shown that the supporting 
portion of the co4nplete loading system on such a ring is 
d,epond.ont upon the tiffneae of tho ring relative to the 
holl structure. Therefore any shell-i-aixDportod. ring other 
than an infinitely rigid. oe is not olased. aa a- freo 
-'	 ring.	 -	 -
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Kowovor, the analyciø of free rings may be readily 
acconpitahed. through tho utilization of the d.	 0 
results for ordinary shell—supported. rings. 
Consider a free ring in eqttilibriaiia and. loadod. as 
shown in the accompanying sketch, 	 y superimposing tho 
shoar—flow patterns as obtained, for both load.ings, by 
using the d. 0 curves, tho not shear low is found. to 
be zero, This same phenomonn is true regardless of the 
number of applied. loadings, tb.oir positions, or their 
typo as long as the complete loading system ia in egjui-
libriun and. remains coplanar. 
Therefore, ring bond.tng mo laoutB, axial loads, and. 
transverse shears lot any free ring may be road.ily ob-
tatnod. by applio.tion. of the d. = 0 curves. 
Kog evor, the problem of . froo—ring d.efloctiona ro-
q,uiros ad.d.itiona]. &evelopmont. Per example, consider the 
d.	 0 curve for rad.ial d.ofleøtion d.ue to ra.d.ial loads. 
(Sea fig. 15.) Prom the expression for d. (Bee section 
entitled. UR O ].ativo_Stiffne Bs Parameter St ), it is seen that 
in. order I or d. to be zero one of the, two cond.itions 
must exist$ 
() The rind m1st be infinitely rigid.. 
(2) The thickness of the supporting skin mt,t be zero. 
If the skin. thic1nos bocoinea zero it is noted. that 
also becomes zero, Since
	 is in the donominator of

the oxprossion for LB., the value of AR bocomos infinite.' 
Such a value has no significance in free-ring ana3.yBis. 
Therefore, the d.
	 0 curo tn figure .5 is of ueo only
-
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in case the ring is infinitely rigid. (for oxmplo, a solid, 
plate) and. would. then give pure translation d.ofloctions. 
b.ue it ia apparent that the d.efleotions for free 
rings must be obtained. in a manner which bypasses this 
tend.oncy to become indeterminate. Basically the entire 
mathematical analysis is ind.eterminata for d.
	 0. There-
foro a].]. d.	 0 values for bend.ing—rnoment coefficients,

and. so forth, are obtained. by stng d. = 0.010201 vhich 
approaohe	 d. = 0 very oloee].r for all practical p*rposos. 
The rogular calculated. d.eflections consiat of (i) pure 
translation d.eflactio of the Ding as a vhole, and. (2) 
the d.iatortton deflection of the ring itself. When d. 
becomoa zero, the d.istortion d.eflection also becomes sero. 
When d.	 0.010201, some d.ietortton d.efl.ctton still ro-

mains but is very small rolative to the tans1atton dot lee-
tton, Yor any free rin& whiob. ie in oquilibr turn, the 
total translation d.etloctiona are zero since there is no 
ton.d.ency for the ring to shift in space. Therefore, it is not 
necessary to evaluate any translation d.efloctions, and. the 
d.ietortion d.efleotions become te desired. results, Since 
the bend.ing moments in a fro ring may. be
 found. quito so-
ouratoly by using 6. w 0.010201 instead. of 6. = 0
	
tho 
d.iatovtion d.oflocttons for 6.
	 0,010201 are satisfactory 
for free—ring d.eflostions. 
Reasonably accurate values for d.istotion deflection 
000fficient havo been obtained, by using six to ton sig-
nificant figvxes throu.ghout the numerical solution for 
d.ofloction coefficients (when 6.	 0.010201) and. thon 
subtracting the pure translation deflection coefficients 
çhich are obtained by siaple geometry, 
The formulas for actual deflections of tree rings 
are the same as the formulas for the d.etleotions of shell—
supported. rings except for the following coneid.erations: 
(1) The value of	 is obtained as follows: 
KB.3 d. - 
- -
	 Thon 
•	 Z	 0.010201 
-	
B.3
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•	 The va1ie 0.010201 has been combined, with the distor-
tiozi deflectiorts and. the resulting values are plotted. as 
def1ectio'. coefficienta for free rings. (See figs. 18, 
•
	
	 25, 34, and. 6?.) The formulas for the coefficients to be 
used. to find. actual deflect ions are presented with the 
curves1 
Lockheed. .ircraft Corporation, 
3urbank, Calif., December 16,1943. 
StJ1M.PcT 0' ASSUi'tPTI0TS 
Th assumptions upon which the mathematical d.eriva-
tion is based are 
(i) The frame is of constant ittia1 ourraturs and. 
constant flexu.ral rigid.tt 
(2) The supporting skin is of constant thickness and. 
•continuously attached. to the frame 
(3) The skin shear flow is proportional to the tangen-
tial deflection of the ring with respect to 
'rigid. structures' 
(4) The frame omp1iee with the assumptions for the 
flexure theory- of curved. beams with uniforti 
rectangular cross sections 
(5) Ui loading ia in the plane of the frame 
(6) The distortion of the frame 1 under loading, alters 
the skin shear—f low distribution but does not 
alter the geometry of the frame 
(7) The ekin shear flow acta along the elastic axis 
of the frame 
(8) The frame undergoes no axial doformattonB S 
- •	 (9) The structure is loaded within the elastic limit
Ti? ito. 929
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Solution of Differential uation 
Tho solution of the differential oquation.
(ii) 
aa 4	 dO2 
may be ea&ily obtained, by writing it in symbolic form as -.
	 - 
and noting thai, the aspociated. equation is of a quadra-
cubic form with one pair of real roots and. two pairs of 
imaginary roots.
	 - 
The roots as determined. algebraically, are
--
- -
	 an.d.	 - 
where I	 and. i,	 , and. 0 have the values 'om-

puted. on. form 1 and. plotted. in. figure 3 for var ions values 
o± the relative—stiffness parameter a..
	 --
The general solution i then given by
	 - - 
m = ø 1e' + O 2e' 8 + 3 e(P+ ) 8 + 
+	 8—(P+ia)O + 
which may be expressed in terms of real funtion as
	 • - 
m = O 1 e	 + O 38 '' +	 coo 08 +	 cos cO 
+ 05 e	 sin cO +
	
sin cO	 (12)
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where	 C1... C	 are arbitrary independ.ent oonetants 1
 to	 - - 
be d.eterniined. by the cond.itions of cont.-in.ity and. eq . i-
•	 ].ibrium, 
x])ressionB for Shearing 'orce and. .kxial Porce
	 - - 
A.cting on a sing X—Sec,tion 
3 r rewriting eq,uation (3) in the form 
sin ü -
	
co e - tn $ fcos 'v 
+ cos e f6sin , 
and. noti:ig that the shearing force on a ring CDOBE section 
is given by the opreeion in the brackets, it may be 
c]u.d.e& that 
•	 (15) 
Similarly, equation (4) yield.e the expression for	 - - 
aial force 
•	
ld.2m	 . l6 
thQ minus sign resulting from a tension force being con-
si&ered. positive, 
Expression for- Skin Shear slow q 
The express ion for the 1ctn. shear flow q. comes 
from the eq,uation
p.	 i(a	 d.3ni"\ q - -	 + -
	 17 
where q is expressed. in pounds per rad.ianh
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Zxpressions for Component Deflections 
Th tangential deflection is obtained. &troctly fron 
the third asswnption
AT 
Substituting equation (17) yiel&s the alternate foria 
C18) 
1io. radial defloction of a ring cross section is 
given by
e 
AR	 Ax sin 0 + Ar co B + f -. [sin (B - sis)] d.$ 
wheøe
AR +
BI 
Substituting equation (9) yields 
AR +	 -	 + 
dO 9	 e 
vhonce 
or substituting the derivative of equation (17) gives
, B 
-.( -+	 (1-9) 
ZR'dB	 dO4
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: 
Tho rotation of a ring cross section is gtyen by 
=	
dO	
.-...	 :=;--_• 
Substituting equation (9) for m yields	
.	 _______ 
e	 3 
RK dO
	
&b3 
whence	 -	 •	 ____ 
- 1 1	 a. \	 1 A4	
+ _)+ --	 + 
But 
-2_ (q +
	
is initial rotation at point & 
respect to rl.gid atru.eturo; therefore, 	 - .1. (q. 
+ 
ttabsolu.te U
 rotation in rad.ians or, by subst.tuting oclua-
tion (17) in its second derivative, 
=	
+	
+	
(20) 
RX dO 
Hyperbolic Trigonometric Integrals 
U
fsinhaxsinbxsinxdx .	 .	 - 
cosh ax (c sin bx sin x + 2b cos bz cos x) 
2 -4b 2 - 
+ stnh ax [(2 - )b C08 bx in x + (2b2 - ) em bx cosx]} -
liiO.A. N	 to, 929 33 
f sinh ax sin bx cos x dx 
=	
1 {a cosh ax (c
	
sin bx COB x - 2b cos bx sin x) 
—4b -.	 ___ 
+ ainh ax [(2 -	 ooa bx cos x - (2b 5 — c) sin bx sin xl} 
f ainhaxcoebxsinxdx	 . 
___-____ {a cosh ax (a. cos bx sin z - b sin bz cos z) 
+ sinh ax [(2b 5 - a.) COB bx cos x - (2 - a.)b sin bx sin 
• -
	 sink ax cos bx cos x d. 
=	 —1-----fa coh ax	 (a. cos bx COB X + 2b sin bx sin x) 
a.	 —4b I.• 
- sizh ax [(2b2	 a.) cos bx sin x + (2 - a.)b sinbx COB xJ} 
It should. be noted. that - 
(1) a. = a 2 + b 3 + 1 
(2) e
	
may be su.bstituted. for sink ax
	
and.	 eoh ax-. 
(3) sink ax	 and.	 cosh ax	 may be used. interchangeably 
in these formulas as long as work is consistent 
sink ax sin bx dx = --_(a cosh ax sin bx - b sink ax cos bx) 
• -[	 sink ax cos bx dx = —r(a cosh ax cos bx + b sink ax sin bx) a2+b2 
-	
-.
f sins ax
	
00911 ax
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DiscussIon of Computation Yorms	 --
The computation forms used. in ord.er to obtain d.ata' 
for p1ottiig t1e curves contained. tn this report, are 
listed. as follows; 
Porml: Solution of Auxiliary Eq.uatiozi 
Poria2: Hyperbolic and. Natural Punctions of 9 for 
a Given Value of 6.. 
Porm3	 valUatiQfl of Integrals for a Given Value of 4) 
3'o4	 'inal Constants for Type of Appll.àd. Load.ing 
Pina, Coefficients for Type of Applied. Load.ing 
The primary functton of form 1 is, as the title ind.i-
catea, to evaluate the auzi'liary equation whioh is assocI-
ated, with the symbolic form used. for solving the general 
d.ifferential. eq,uation (ii), The relation between the 
v'arioue . tIffnesses 8. and. the d,amping and. frequency pa-
rametera"'are obtained. on this form.
	 n fact, the plot o 
the d.amping and. frequency parametoru against 6. (see fig. 
3) is based. upon the results from this form. 
'orm 2 serves to evaluate the various hyperbolic 
natural trigonometric functions of C which are need.od. 
fri. the cond4tional equations of continuity and. equilibrium. 
(See equations (21) and. (22).) Since the d.axnptng and. fro-
q.uency parameters Y,
	 , and. O d.opond. upon the relative-
stiffness parameter 6. a separate form 2 must be used. for 
each value of 6.. 
'ora 3 is use. to evaluate the integrals which are in-
volved. in the cond.itional equations of continuity and. equi-
librium. The angle 4), referred. to on the form, is spe-
cifically intend.ed. to cover the case of partial rings as 
well as .the complete rings with which this paper d.eals. 
Por a complete ring, 4) Ia l8O and. remains at that value 
as far as this repbrt is oonoerned.. The ata for form 3 
are obtained. from the form 2 for each. value of 6. being 
oonsid.ered., 
'orm 4 is used. to obtain, from the o4itional equ.a-
tion of oontiu.ty a4 equ iltbr 1.un, the coefficients of
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the hyperbolic functions which are used. in the equations 
for ti'e ina1 load. coefficients, Porm 4 d.itfers slightly 
for each type of load.ing that te applied. and. is so d.osig-
nated. by subscripts V, R, X, and. so forth, 
Porm 5 is used. to d.eteruiine the final non&imensious1 
load. coetfl.ctente which are plotted. against 9 for each 
value of d., thus yield.ing the curves in figures 11 to 
31, 
1,, Wise, JosephA..t Mialysio of iroular ings for 
Honocoque Tuee].agee, Jour. Aero, Scj., vol. 6, 
no. 11, Sept. 1939, pp, 460-463. 
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4,
Tori 4K 
Ref. code (c)pO
FINAL OON8TANTB FOR UNIT 	 Page £:13 
lLodel Oener&1 
HORIZONTAL LOAD	 Rapt 4222 
- 12O 
• ®,	 I •®	 I ® __ ____
VALUE 03 DETERMINANTS
_____ 
D 
®3®3 ®3®3 ®3®3 D®3+®®3 
_____ ____ ®® ®® ________ 
1000 
2000
-327.48165 
-906.14010
-.O473996x.O 
-33. ?181OxlO
?.53018x104	 -S914.652x3.04 
20.49478x1O	 ..85360.69x10 
3000 
40o0
-1659 20185 
-8917.43403
-104. 47747i3.04 
_L 
-211.8794x104
-8.65955x104 	 -369018 .87x104 
T-148.81427x104 	 4424S26.?7XQ4 _______________ __________ 
5000 .4480 .2150 -263. 37901x104 .438. 43807X104	 -3893388 .OitiO' 
8000 -11075.67940 4?42.452??x104 -K)3?.8485].x104 -32985527.10x104' 
_____ ____	 _____
®	 t_® _____ 
MOMENT CONSTANT B TRANS. BAR CONSTANTS 
12 13 +11'Y 1Bfi36 ________________ 
- .
•.5 0 (Th (j 3¼J ®3® 
- () () _____ 4®3® 
1000 2. 367 B*10 + . 0842?48x10 -5. 44508x1O .7228 7?xlO 5
____ 
-15. 33549x10 -8. 40805x10 
2000 
3000
. 5308335 *3.0 
.8248126*1O
+1 .975288x10 
1. 415811x10 4
-1. 30O822x3.O 
+. 078684x10
.183244x108 
.0828434x1O
. . 37505x10 
S .88489x1O
-8. 290 32x3.O 
-4. 59251%1O	
- •4000 - .1023930x10 .743970*10 .52159OX10 .0399333X105 3.287?8K10 1.60316*10 
5000 .O5?3544x10-6 * 338239x10 • 58048 7x10 4 . 0832453x10 8 2. ?8521x10 4 -.0984749*10 
8000 .0167989x10 -.1126104x104 . 309088X10 •OO?39152x1(r5 .97006*10 1.3 2388x104 
H® ___ ______ 
LIZAL LOAD CONSTANTS	 SHEAR FLOW CONSTANTS 
-
-!1Y -K1y-11y3 ___________ ______________ 
_____ ______ ______ +®3®® ®3®4j) 
1000 
2000
______ 
-2 20561x105 
-832558x1O
4?. ].5748'1O 
26.80364*10-4
.40. 5104d*10 
13.14074x10
7. 46417X3.0 5 
-2.38863x10'S
1 .07521*10 
88.05775X10
-171 .41989x10 
-63.50584X104 
3000 
4000
-. 3082?8*10-b 
-1557400.O-5
1O.07916x10 4 
.78484*10-4
18. 04122x1O 4 
'14.70572x10 4 -
-3.. 20779*10-5 
- -.64732x10-5
76.03600*10 
4?.01433*10
4. 12875x10' 
35.9730Bx1O4 
5000 -: O943789x1O -5. 19255*10 10.12710*10-4 .406411*10-5 23. 99431x10 4 39. 7??38X10 
8000 -. O328227x10 .56143x10 1.34994x10-' -. 15049*10-5 1O.08644X1O 4 27.69822*10-'
IACA TM No. 929	 45 
bra 4M 
Ref. ooae 
(od)iora
FINAL 00N874K18 FOR UNIT
Page A,14 
MOMINT LOAD P INOR RADIUS	 Model General. 
- 18O	 Ret. 4222 
a
ALUK OF DZTZRMXNANT8
- 
11' 12' K' D - ____________
_t3(3 j 3®3 (l)(65)3+(2)(56)3 
d
.
:,.()3(j)3 +)3()3 +(3)(5?)3 
- 
1000 +3377.39 -851649.3 346581.4 -69l48.5103 
2009 
3000
+11704 .0 
841.88.6
-4238932.2 
_-6396163.8 -
-2446855.7 
-13258588.4
-853508x103 
-3890189x1.03 ____________ 
4000 
5000
-	 - 
47296.8 
77941.8
+4282174.0 
430398??
- 
-40415660.4 
-75050054
-14246258x103 
-38933885x103 
____________ 
8000 225595.4 425205992.3 -88496868.5 -329655288x 1O _____________ 
_® () .®	 I® ___ ___ 
MOMENT OONSTANTS TRANS. SHill OON8TART8 
11. 12 13 13+K3o _____________ -
- S® .5®
+3®
®3® 
0 0 0 (Jo +®3Cf) 
1000 
2000
-. 244220*10 
-6. 858426c10
+.4fl209x10-2 
2.483247*10-3
- . 250614x10-8 
1 .433414*10
-. ?4535910- 
-23. 668380*10
. 01OB298x10-2 
8.804205*1.04
-1. ?140?x104 
-5.553122 )clO' 
8000 
4000
3. 2??149*L0 8 
-1. 869938x10
-. 866844X10 3 
.150891*10-3
1.79648 2x10-3 
1.418466x10
-12.076294*10 
.8 . 4?3758x10'
7.804160*10-3 
4. ?02??0x10
.4..411924x10'3 
3. 295334x10-
5000 -1. 000943x10 -. 66273010- .983814*10-3 4. 08383*10-6 2. 40070x10 3 3 .9?677*10 
$000 -. 342032x10' -. 644925x10 3 .1O3892x1O .1. 504941*10-6 -1. 009501xl0- 2. 76956?x10 
lulL LOAD COJBTANT8 SHEll FLOW OON8TAITB 
_11Y2
--O -ø1®d' KyK1.v3 ___________ ___________ 
_®3® ®3® ®3® ®3® t-' ,-'
+®3® -® +®3®® 3®® 
1000 
2000
_____ 
2.2?484x10 
81. 703248*10-6
_____ 
4.$274410 
41 .6?8985*10-
8.8462Bx10- 
38 .990343xlO'
7.88817*10 
3. 05?080*10 
1. 760630x1O'-
14.83423*10-2 
u.088883*10 
..4.65374?X10-2
-?.89005x102 
6. 391280x10 
9 .64992?*10, 3000 
ood
44. 501143*10 
25. 247656x10'
-iS. 388139x10- 
.80 ??6568*10-
•a4.669341*10- 
10.137858*1.0-3 1. 049396*10 95136?10- - $ .964739x10 
5000 18.49915k10' -19.40858*1O-3 .701715x10-3 71.05038*10-8 -39.23523x].0'$ 68 .38585x10-3 
8000 6.621?4010 .i.8.69fl92x10-3 -1O.070481x10 . 30	 08x10 -6.?78892x10. .931867*10-2
I.'
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BAOA TN No. 929 
(Sym.) 
'orm 5 
ef. Co&e:
'fliL coicias 0E UNIT
VZBTIO.AL L0A.1

a..000	 =iso
47 
Pace .&:i6 
Model General 
Bport l222 
(i) (a) (3) 0-i-) 
Zoiaent coeft'. 
Cm*
Shear coeff. Axial load. coeff. 
0t
Shear flow coexf'. 
- 
__________________ 
5), (18)+(6), (19)3 (8)(i5)3 +(9)4(16) 
#(7) 4 2O)3 	 4(10)4 (17)3
(u.)4 (8^(ia) (19) 
+(13),(202
:L1i-) (15)34(15)4(16)3 
4(16)4 (17)a - 
Ô -.0015 .0000 -.0015 0 
5 
10 -.0015 ^.000li
-..0021 
..0037
-.0128 
_..02116 
15 
20 ,,0013 ,0015 _.0091 -,04O4-
25 
30
_______ 
...0009
____	 ________ 
-.0L62 
_____	 _______ 
.0037
____	 ___________ 
-.0397 
35 
• )4
0000 .0070 .0205 .0163 
V 
50 _+.00i6 ______ .0105 _-.0180 _______ _+031a ____	 ______ 
.0127 .0036 .,.00t&9 .0975 
65 
.70 .0058 .0115 +,0201i-
V
- .0556 ,2123	
V 
.0073 +.001t9 
85
.07)46 
90 
95 
100 
105 
110
.0071 
- 
+.00i4______ 
-.0022
.....0080 
____...0265______ 
-.066
V 
.1071 
____	 _______
.1985 
____	 _________ 
.1168	
V	 V 
U5 
120 
125
...0u7 
-	 V
.,..o6o5 
_____	
V
4.0822 
-.0166 ________
-..5028 
____	 __________ 
-.0223
	
V 
130 _.0570 V V -.9328 
135 
11 0 
'li-s
-.0299 -.0236 V
.1i2)41i
	 V
334j4 
150 
155 
-160
-.0282 
-.0096
____+.0507 - V	 ________ 
-.68)47
_-1,5583
V 
.1699 
i6 -.9037 
170 +.0333 ,3267 .9723 -.8990 
175 
180 .1055 a199979S ,9819 -,000)4	 V
Pt = 0t,	 Cq.f,. 
•	 TN 17o, 929 
•	 (Autisy2n.) 
Thrm 5 
- :	 ef. Cod.e:
3'XITAL C0EB1I0I3NTS OR U?UT 
EORIZONTAL L01.D 
• &=1000	 =180
-48	 - 
Page A:17 
Mod.el General - 
E.eport	 - 
(i)	 - (2) ()	
V
()4.) 
Moment coeff. Sheai coef.f.
- 
..xiaI load. coeff. hear flow coeff. 
Cm' Ct*. Oq 
( 5)4 (15)8 +(6)4 (16)
_________________ 
8)4 (18)+(9)4
 (19)2 (1.)4 (l5+(1a	 (3.6) (1)1)4 (is)^(i5)4 
- +(7)4(17)3 +(iO)4 (20) 9
V.	
4(13) 4CL7)8 
0 .0000
-
.-.0015 .0000
_______________ 
00Q0 
5 
3.0 ....0003 ...0015 .00Q)1 e0022 
15 
20 -.0005 ...0013 -.0015. 
25 ____	 _______ _____	 ______ ______	 ______ ______	 _______ 
30 -.00Ô7 -.0009	 - -.0037 -.0153 
35 
10 -0008 .0000 -,0070 -.0206 
50 ....0007
____+..00].6	 ____ -.0105 -.0196 
55
_______
-	 -__ ___	 __ ___	 ____ 
60 -.0002 .0036 ...0127	 V -.0085 
6 
70 +.0006 .0058 -.03.15 +.0146 
.0017 .0073	 •V -.0050 ,014.83 
85 
90 .0030 .0071 +.0080 .0853 
____ .00Ua _____ .0265
V 43.3.9 ____	 ______ ______	 ______ 
105 
110 .00)1.3 -.0022 .o1.66 .1086 
115 
120 .0031 -.0117 .0605 +.0535 
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